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Woods Act

Timber Production
Under Licenses On
Farm Crop Basis

Student Foresters Ask
For Complete Faculty

Lumber, pulp, and wood
products on a farm crop basis
for perpetuity is the objective
hoped for in British Columbia
by the issuance to private timber companies of the new forest
management licenses.

Support of CSFE Sought At
Legionaires Press
Victoria By Vice President
B. C. Cabinet
Prompted by need for forestry graduates as a result of the
governments plan for sustained yield management of British
For Med, Gym Funds Columbia's timber, forestry undergraduates are now campaign-

B.C.'s Forest Act now requires'that
an owner undertaking management
of one of these licenses must employ
at least one university graduate forester.
Under this new license system a
timber operator is enabled to retain
for the growing of future timber
crops the use of lands on which he
may now have only the right to liquidate existing mature stands.

UBC'S ISS COMMITTEE began their big drive this week to
raise funds for needy students throughout the world, particularly in Europe. Here Dr. N.A.M. MacKenzie gives a nod of approval to one of the ISS posters designed to further the worthy cause.

Five Universities Enter
Nation-Wide Baby Derby
Spotlight turned on Canadian infants this week as five
universities prepared to throw their junior champions into the
arena in the fight for national honors.
Entered so far in the UBC-sponsored veterans' baby contest are the universities of Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick,
and Mount Allison at Sackville, N.B.

The operator also benefits by relief
from heavy taxes and carrying
charges on his forest lands, relief
from competitive purchase of hi9
Delegation is made up of five
That the importance of the forest
stumpage, and an assurance of a permembers of the legislative committee
industries of British Columbia depetual wood supply in a quantity on
of the Legion's B.C. Provincial Commands adequate facilities be always
which he can plan his industry.*
•
mand.
available for professional training of
STABILIZATION
They are: Bernard M. Isman, presi- foresters.
A licensee will be required to man- dent, Robert Knight and Peter Ban,
That the many accomplishments of
age his license to obtain stabilization Victoria and Dominion representaother forest schools in Canada and
of his industry and community, with tives, Dave McKee, secretary, and
the United States can be largely atcloser utilization of his forest crop.
Grant Livingstone, first vice-presitributed to their early establishment
Lands carrying mature timber will dent.
as Faculties of Forestry.
retain their original status in respect
Request for the Medical school apThat present enrolment in the Deto payment of taxes, rentals, royalties propriation also asks for "an adequate partment of Forestry at UBC is close
and stumpage, but may not be sold budget" to allow it "to function as
or transferred.
a first class school."

Cutover lands under the license are
subjected to a one cent per acre tax
- Although all the judges have not plus a six cent per acre fire protection
levy.
. yet been appointed, two are John
When second and succeeding crops
Bracken, national leader of the Progressive-Conservatives, and Major- of timber are ready for harvest on
Gen. C. B. Price, Dominion president these cutover lands the owner will
of the Canadian Legion. Others are pay taxes modified to sixteen per cent
being contacted, according to Bob of the total appraised value, thus alDay, legion executive member in lowing for cost of managing and tendPolling station allocation for
charge of the competition of the ing future stands.
Wednesday's council elections will
babies.

POLLING BOOTHS
STAY FIXED FOR
NEW ELECTIONS

remain the same as in the pres-

BRACKEN ACCEPTS

edentlal election,

John Bracken wired that ''since the
project is being sponsored by student
veterans of the Canadian Legion (he)
would be honored to be of any
assistance."
Prime Minister Mackenzie King declined a position on the judging
committee because he "wholly lacked
qualifications." Others who declined
the job are Lady Alexander and
Milton F. Greeg, Minister of Veterans'
Affairs.
DEADLINE FRIDAY

First year Arts and second year
Applied Science students will vote
in the Armory. Other Artsmen,
Home Ec, Teacher Training and
Physical Training students will
cost their ballots in thc Auditorium foyer. Poll for upper years
Science will be in the ApHed
Science building, for Law and
Commerce hi Brock Hall and for
Aggies in the Agriculture Building foyer.

CUS Banquet
Tickets on Sale
Tickets for the annual Commerce
Graduation Banquet go on sale this
week. For the first week only fourth
year students will be able to buy tickets, after which time they will bc
available to students in second and
third years. Al Bergstrom, in charge
of sales, states that tickets may be
purchased from members of the CUS
executive, the CUS office, and the
AMS office.

Nine Reforestation
Operations Planned

This Spring nine reforestation projects on logged-over areas will start
operations on different sections of
Vancouver Island.
British Columbia's Forest Service
crews, totalling 450 men, are to plant
approximately 12 million seedlings
taken from three forest nurseries
operating
in B.C.
Persons have been contacted in
To the end of 1947 a total of 48
Ottawa to correlate the work of the
judges in the choosing of the national million trees have been planted on
darling sometime around March 1, 60,000 acres of logged and burned
said Day yesterday. Deadline for areas, with an average survival of
universities to accept' the UBC chal- seventy five per cent over these areas.
lenge is set for Friday this week.
Winner will be selected from photographs submitted to the judges, Day
'said. UBC's entry will probably be
two-year old Susan Thorneycroft,
winner of the recent campus contest
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. K.
Two nominees withdrew
Thorneycroft of Little Mountain.
j {JEW BRUNSWICK
from the race for USC chair! UNB is confident of winning from
manship yesterday to leave
their "ever increasing supply of
beautiful babies," according to a tele- Dave Williams the only regram received by the Legion office maining candidate in the field.
here.
Don Cunliffe and Ray Dewar yesterday notified the elections committee that they had withdrawn ''in
favor of a person to whom we could
give our mutual support."
Then
they named Williams as their choice
to head USC, asking their own supporters to back him in the coming
election.
AVOID A SPLIT

CRIPrUfiU CHILDREN were real winners of the Engineers'
clime race last week, Above, Bill Finlay, Vancouver chairman
of the "March of Dimes" campaign receives cheque for $603.80
from Engineers' treasurer, Herb Adams. Looking on are Ron
Grantham and Doug Lamb, EUS officials.

ing woods industries for necessary support needed in establishment
of a full Faculty of Forestry at UBC.
Victoria, Feb. 10—A delegation from the Canadian Legion Students opened this year's cam-Qr-for a forestry faculty on the fact
is pressing the B.C. Cabinet paign for a faculty when their vice that B.C.'s Sloan report on the forthis morning to "appropriate president Gerry Burch presented est industries recommended that a
enough funds to permit the views of the undergraduates at a faculty be established.
construction of a University Victoria meeting of British Colum- That it has long been the declarabia's Society of Forest Engineers.
tion of members of industry, prohospital and Medical school."
In a five point program drawn up fessional associations and other promThe five-man delegation is
by Special Committee Head John inent men that a faculty is urgently
also asking the Cabinet to "in- Frey, foresters base their arguments needed.
crease its donation to the War
Memorial Gymnasium."
Forest Faculties Strong
By STAFF REPORTER

The second legion resolution is that
the government's donation to the
Gym fund be increased "to the
amount necessary to make it a truly
worthy provincial memorial" and to
"give it full facilities for a Faculty
of Physical Education."

to 400 students who are under the
instruction of seven professors, three
of whom, including the head of the
Department, are leaving at the end
of the present term.
The committee explains this last
point by saying that elevation of the
present department to status of a
faculty would ensure the required
standard of instruction leading to
stability of the department.

R. Pedersen
I n LSE Race

A 28-year-old Rre-Law student,
Delegates are presenting these two l Roger Pedersen, has become the first
resolutions, which were passed at the , candidate for the Pcejsidency of the
provincial convention last May, to a Literary and Scientific Executive.
special meeting of the B.C. Cabinet I Active in many phases of campus
this morning at 10:30. The resolutions life, Pedersen was one of the original
are included in a number of such founders of the Social Problems Club
which deal with B.C. legislative mat- and at the present time is an active
ters and which resulted from the member of the Canadian Legion.
May convention in Vernon. Both were
In 1940 he was a winner of the desponsored at the convention by bating award given by the ParliaBranch 72.
mentary Forum and this year was
one of the eight finalists in the
McGoun Cup trials.
In a statement accompanying his
nomination papers Pedersen declared, "The attitude of the business man
toward the undergraduate is determined to a great extent by the
conduct of Student Council members.
With the undergraduate body numbering 9000 it is particularly important that its representatives should be
capable of conducting the affairs of
the AMS in a dignified and efficient
fashion."

ROGER PEDERSEN
. . . his hat's in the ring

FORESTRY EFFORT
Students from another neck of
the woods—thc Forestry department—whetted their pencils instead of their axes this week to
produce the abundance of forestry
copy on the pages of today's Daily
Ubyssey.

Cunliffe, Dewar
Out of USC Race

FRESHETTE C o m m e r c e woman Eila Haahti has filed
nomination papers to contest
the position of Sophomore
Member on next year's council.

Timber Cruise

Seedling Nurseries
For Logged Areas

Three forest nurseries supply
Reason for their withdrawal was
stated to be because "it has become British Columbia's logged off
apparent that , . . our running for areas with fir, cedar and spruce
the same office was causing a decided seedlings.
split among the large group of people
Duncan and Campbell River, newon whom depends the future of
est of B.C.'s seedling reservoirs, have
USC and the best interests of the
taken some of the load from the
University in general."
long established "Green Timbers"
Cunliffe and Dewar have dropped nursery.
from the slate more than a week in NURSERY OUTPUT
advance of the election.
Combined output of the three averWOULD DEVELOP USC
ages 20 million small trees a year, I
Their letter to the elections com- These are used in planting some of I
mittee expressed a belief that Wil- the logged or burned off areas occurliams would be able "to unite all ing on Vancouver Island and the
elements toward developing the Un- Vancouver mainland.
dergraduate Societies Committee into
Planting methods and various silthe most vital factor in our student vicultural treatments of experimental
government."
plantations are under surveillance at ' S T O M P I N G A T T H E S A V O Y is a b o u t t h e o n l y t h i n g t h e s e
Allegations that their remaining "Green Timbers" with 25 of th 665 timber operators are suited for at the time. Cruisers and suron the slate would cause a split in acres under cultivation.
veyors are usually not as badly off as this when the summer's
voting support were attributed to the
As yet no difficulty has been enover,
but a five month stretch in the brush is always hard on
fact that "we are close personal countered with pathological diseases
clothes and equipment.
friends."
at these stations.
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ED NOTE: The recent investigation of
timber resources in British Columbia
by a Royal Commsslon under Chief
Member Canadian University Press
Justice Gordon Sloan resulted In
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passing of government legislation
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which puts the onus on timber operUniversity of British Columbia
ators in regards to a successful policy
*
'
*
of forest management in this province.
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those of the Alma Mater Society nor of the University.
head of the Department of Forestry
at UBC, who is now employed by the
•
•
•
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EUROPEAN VIEWPOINT
ED NOTE: This editorial was written by
an exchange student from Switzerland. A
European forest engineer, he studied mainly
at the University of Zurich, and is now taking
post graduate work at UBC.
It is a beautiful thing to be a forester
and to live in British Columbia. Largely enfavored by the nature, this country has of the
best timber stands in the world, and we are
right at the beginning of its evolution to
lucky prosperity.
Its forestry is on the way to be built up,
while in the old countries, in Europe and
many other places "most is already done."
Europe's foresters have often not very much
more to do than to go on in the" same daily
job, or then they have to repair the mistakes
committed in former centuries.
Whereas B.C.'s foresters of today have
the important and exciting task to introduce
improved new methods in all branches of
forestry. This means a heavy amount of responsibility to do it in the best manner.
British Columbia is not alone in this
development of forest management. All
countries have had to run through more or
less the same period, sooner or later. In
many of them, unrestrained exploitation and
destruction of their forests led to serious
damages and disadvantages, which now have
to be made up with tremendous sacrifices
of time and money.
Forestry is of imminent importance in
this province. So much the more it is necessary not to commit the same mistakes already
made in other countries. Of course, there
can be no question of just copying foreign
methods, as the conditions are quite different.
Especially important and urgent is the
information and education of the whole population on behalf of forestry, telling them of the
necessity and opportunity of improving silvi-

WE'RE NOT OUT OF THE WOODS
It seems to me the B. C. government
wastes an awful lot of worry on the lumber
situation in our Province.
Actually, the problem of the impending
timber shortage could be solved quite easily
if they followed my plan for utilization.
Looking into the matter in a scientific
light, I asked myself the obvious question:
Where does all the wood go?
The answer was, of course, equally obvious: Most of it used to build political
platforms and the rest is used to grow trees.
Having every intention of letting creaking planks lie, I have decided that political
platforms are quite necessary. After all,
most of our politicians haven't a leg to stand
on, so it's a good idea for them to have a
platform or two around.
Furthermore, platform support is far
more reliable than public support, You don't
have to worry about how a plank is going to
vote in the next election. Aside from that
consideration, our representatives would call
it a tossup between the planks and the voters.
It's just a matter of deciding which they are
going to sell down the river first.
WE CAN'T PLEASE THOSE SPANIELS
And what happens to the trees after we've
grown them? Usually they either get chopped
down or die of old age. And no matter which
happens, it's bound to bring letters of protest
from several well-bred cocker spaniels.
Year after year, too much time, energy
and wood are wasted growing trees. Big
trees and little trees, White Pine and Red
Cedar. Straight trees and crooked trees. Jack
Pine and Douglas Fir . , , All of them made of
wood.
We should use this wood to make useful
things, instead of trees . . , Like wooden
nickels, for instance.
Another thing they could use the wood
for is the manufacture of miniature totem

By HAL TENNANT

poles. They're far more useful than trees.
Imagine putting a sixty-foot Douglas Fir on
the mantle, just fop decoration. Not me. I'll
take a miniature totem pole any day. But of
course I may be prejudiced. My mantle may
not be as big as yours.
WE REALLY LOVE THOSE TREES
Don't get the idea I don't like trees.
There's nothing finer than a good, sturdy fir
tree, for instance . . . provided somebody else
has dragged it home, decorated it with colored
lights and put plenty of Christmas parcels
on it for me.
It isn't the individual trees I'm objecting
to. It's the forests. Personally I think now
is the time to get rid of our forests. All of
them. Let Tarzan swing from a cliff. Let the
robins move into apartment blocks. And let
the IWA boys walk out of some other job.
Let's do away with the forests.
It's quite true that we owe much to our
forests of the past and present. Without 'them,
Paul Bunyan would probably have been a
farmer. Little Red Riding Hood's grandmother
would have lived in the middle of somewhere
else. And today H. R. MacMillan might be
on relief.
But if we take off our rose-colored goggles
and peer myopically into the glaring future,
we can easily see that our forests have got to
go. How can we go about eliminating this
so-much dead wood in our midsts is another
problem.
I suppose we could all rush out like crazy
and push the darn things over. A few smouldering cigarette butts dropped carelessly in
the right places might do wonders, too. But
somehow I feel we should approach the subject more scientifically.
Now, after cool, calculated calculation on
the subject, I have calculated a cool, scientific
solution to the problem of forest extermination:
LET'S CHOP THE DAMN THINGS
DOWN.

necessarily be slow. On the other
hand—if the Government and industry embark on the plan of sustained
yield forestry in a mutually co-operative and understanding spirit, the
opportunities for employment of properly trained foresters in the next
few years will be tremendous.
All this work will entail a very
considerable increase in our forestry
staff and will certainly mean the
permanent employment of at least
twenty forestry Graduates within the
next few years.

By JOHN LIERSCH,
B.A., B.A. Sc., M.F.
The Powell River Company Limited, like all other large forest industries in the coast areas of British
Columbia, has shown a great deal of
interest in the possibilities of sustained yield management of their forest
lands, which recently has been made
feasible through the Amendment of
the Forest Act passed last year by
the Provincial Government.
During the past year, we have been
busily engaged in collecting and assembling the necessary pertinent data
required for the submission of our
preliminary application for a forest
management license.
This preliminary application is now
in the hands of the Provincial government, and we are awaiting their
decision as to whether or not we
may proceed with preparations for
perpetual management of a sufficient
area of forest land to supply our requirements.
The question might arise in some
readers' minds as to why a Company
such as ours should be particularly
interested in growing timber on a
perpetual basis. There are several
reasons, the principal one being the
fact that the Powell River Company Limited depends primarily on
the products of the forest for its continued existence.

cultural treatment, management, logging and
transportation; This is one of the first tasks
of all foresters.
Above all I would like to encourage those
interested in forestry to:
1. Study literature. Don't think that reading books is a waste of time. It would be of
tremendous advantage to spend a certain
time of the summer holidays on nothing else
but running through the existing forest literature, If you wish to know about all the experiences and errors made in European forestry during the last few hundred years, try
to go into German literature. It is of no doubt
the most abundant.
2. Whenever possible go travelling. It is
of tremendous importance to know about forests and forestry of other countries.
You will find a fine hospitality amongst
the foresters all over the world. Ask President Dr. MacKenzie to be exchanged.
3. Take part in periodic trips organized ASSURED SUPPLY NEEDED
by the forest societies, as in Europe, to study Without an assured and stable supthe proceedings in forestry in other parts ply of wood for the mill, our future
is indefinite. The importance of thus
of the country and beyond the boundaries.
What is meant behind the term "sustained matter of wood supply can be appreciated when it is known that the
yield management?" What is silviculture, and present replacement value of our inin which way has it to be introduced in vestment in mills, town-site, dam
British Columbia? How does woodland in- construction, water power developfluence climate and soil conditions? Which ment and forest investment today
is the natural reaction of the vegetation after approaches $100,000,000.
a clearcut, after,a forest fire? Which are the In addition, the Company has been
operating for some 35 years in the
properties of the second growth?
Province and naturally has the desire
How is it possible to increase second to perpetuate its operations.
growth increment, to improve the quality of With our present program of modits stems? What is thinning, how does it work ernization and expansion nearing
completion, we will be amongst the
and how can it be useful in B.C.?
two or three largest newsprint mills
There are hundreds of questions. It will in the world, and the fact that this
take a good effort and time to answer all. tremendous production depends enBut that is it, what makes forestry an exciting tirely upon the products of the forest
land of British Columbia cannot be
profession.
stressed too strongly.
—Alfred Huber This is the main factor prompting
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Campus Legion
Meets Today
BRANCH 72 of the Canadian Legion
will meet in Physics 200 today at
12:30.
DR. STUART JAMIESON will address the Progressive Club on Labor
Unions in Arts 105 at 12:30 today.
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS Executive
meeting on Friday, February 13, at
12:30 in Art^ 102.

FOUNTAIN

PENS

Clarke & Stuart
Co. Ltd.
Statlonen and Printers
550 Seymour St.

Vancouver, B.C.

us to accept the responsibilities of
maintaining enough forest land in a
continuously productive state to meet
our requirements.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
Added to the above, of course, is
the social and economic importance
of such a plant as ours to the public
of British Columbia and the responsibility that we feel towards the several
thousand employees presently occupied in our woods and mills.
The main interest to the Forestry
Students at UBC, naturally, is the
opportunity for employment in their
chosen profession, offered by private
industry. The process of placing approximately a half million acres under efficient management for the
production of wood is in itself a
tremendous task and poses many
problems to a company contemplating such a step.
FIRST TASK
The first main problem, of course,
is to determine just what we have and
what, we can do with it. This means
relatively detailed surveying, cruising and stock taking of all mature
and immature stands.
In addition to this primary problem, we are faced with the formulating of detailed management plans
including engineering developments
from the standpoint of logging, the
detailed plans for fire protection and
for the minimizing of natural disaster
such as damage from insects, disease
and windthrow.
All these plans, of course, are going to take several years to work out
and our progress at the start will

Peter S. Mathewson
803 Royal Bank Building
VANCOUVER, B.C.
Telephone
PA 5321

BAy 7208 R
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Seven Candidates Entered Farm Woodlot Management
In Wednesday Elections Job For Coast Foresters
Aspirants For Three Seats
Present Council Platforms

Throughout Canada the farm woodlot forms an indispensable part of every farming unit. Without this resource the
farmer would be forced to purchase such items as fuel wood,
Wednesday's council elections will be hotly contested with fence pickets and other wood products which he now takes for
three candidates for Junior Member, two for Sophomore Mem- granted.
^
ber, and two for Co-ordinator of Activities. Here are their There are many reasons for main- er from his woods and the labor he
used to grow, harvest and market his
platforms.
taining a supply of trees on the farm, woodland products. Keep lands promost important is the effect of vege- ducing by growing as many trees of
with student affairs.
For Co-ordinator
tation on soil conservation, and pre- the best quality as the land will supMy platform is:
existing water supplies.
port.
1. To support the new coun- serving
Hassel Schjelderup
Exploitation of farm woodlots for
If elected to the position of cil, thereby promoting unity commercial purposes such as pulp It was the time when Prairie "pilCo-ordinator of Social Activ- and cooperation in that body. wood, sawlogs and commercial fuel grims" were invading the Northwest
wood have increased the necessity woods. The "home guard" (regular
ities I will:
2. To represent no political of regulating remaining stands.
loggers from BC) were on contract
1. Revise the present room faction, and to stand for ob- In the past many woodlots have work with so much per turn when the
booking system.
been ruined because of a short-sight- logs came in on the rigging.
jectivity and impartiality.
Times were hectic and one person
ed policy on the farmer's part. In the
2. See that the proposed sys3.
To
fully
support
the
ISS,
killed
meant little, especially if it
opinion
of
most
foresters,
some
sort
tem of noticeboards about th'
of agency should be set up to advise happened to be a prairie tourist. So
NFCUS,
and
the
War
Memcampus announcing all social
the farmer on how to care for his a chokerman (he who hitches on
events (big or small) is carried orial Gym.
trees; how to cut to obtain maximum logs) was killed in the process and
out within the next year.
4. To carry out any duties sustained yield and what protection the rigging slinger sent him in on
3. Handle all co-ordinating of assigned me with efficiency and is needed from fungus, fire, disease one of the chokers (wire rope which
brings in the log to the spar tree).
and grazing.
events with impartiality and enthusiasm.
The push (wood boss) came stormUnited States Soil Conservation
lack of prejudice.
Service has built their farm wood- ing down and asked what the idea
4. Organize the social calen- Ian MacKenzie
lot program around three points. Use was. They replied it was just anland which is better suited for grow- other woods tourist and what it did
dar with a view to abolition of
As
candidate
for
the
position
ing permanent crops of trees, for matter.
overlaps.
of
Junior
Member
on
the
Stumaximum and continuous production "That's alright, was his answer, "but
5. Strive for better liaison
why didn't you put a log on the
dent's Council, I would like to of wood crops.
with LSE.
other choker."
Get
the
greatest
return
to
the
ownI am in favor of reducing the submit for your approval the
expense of extravagant trips of following campaign platform. CONTROL MEASURES
so many of our representatives.
In doing so, I fully appreciate
Expenses saved could be more the responsibilities incumbent
beneficially used if spent on upon me, if elected, and will
the upkeep and improvements do my utmost to fulfill those
of the Brock Building and the responsibilities.
Study of forest entomology atBark beetles, spruce budworm,
rest of the University as a
tempts to determine relationship be- hemlock looper, larch sawfly, tussock
As Junior Member, I will tween t'he dangerous forest insects moth, and wood borers are the inwhole.
faithfully endeavour:
and the complexities which go to sects that form the most serious menmake up a forest, in order that ef- ace to British Columbia forests at
Chick Turner
1.
To
make
Homecoming
a
fective
control measures may be present.
If elected I propose to carry
well-planned
and
coordinated
brought
into play.
Most of these insects have what
out the following program:
i
is
called a peak year, that is, a heavy
1. Guarantee the elimination event, to the end that student- The objective is to obtain a natural infestation of the harmful stage. The
balance so that an insect's natural
of all clashes between athletic, alumni relationships may be enemies will keep the harmful pre- Forest Entomologist can prepare for
social and literary functions, strengthened.
dator under control. If, however, the this by destroying the insect before
2.
To
develop
Frosh
Orientainsect is able to breed into epidemic the peak year hatch or larvae dewith adequate publicity for
tion
on
an
enthusiastic
but
safe
proportions, the outbreak may be velops.
each, and impartial consideracontrolled
with parasitic flies, insect MOST ECONOMICAL
and sound basis.
tion to all.
diseases or DDT sprays.
It has been found that it is most
3. If appointed chairman of
2. Co-operate fully to insure
economical,
and most advantageous
If all these methods fail, the only
the success of next year's Open the Brock Extension Commit- alternative is to salvage log as much to exert control methods such as
tee, to retain the Brock for of the dead timber as possible.
spraying in the peak year just before
House.
the outbreak.
purposes
primarily
in
the
in3. Make the Co-ordinator a
DOMINION ADMINISTRATION
In British Columbia, Dominion apmore responsible position on terests of the student body.
In Canada, almost all of the insect propriations for control have been
Council and increase the scope
4. To energetically support control work is handled by the Do insignificant in the past, but during
of its activity to include the War Memorial Gym Cam- minion Department of Agriculture. the last few years the policy has
the special pass feature sys- paign the Medical School cam- Research men consider Dominion ad- switched to an all out effort to fight
tem and the promotion of BET- paign, and to advocate the es- ministration preferrable to provincial these destructive insects.
because forest insect problems which
The Dominion is now prepared to
TER CAMPUS SPIRIT.
tablishment of a separate For- face one province are similar to appropriate
almost unlimited funds,
4. Conduct a filing system estry Faculty.
those which occur in another prov- provided that British Columbia shows
for freshmen to channel high
5. To foster whenever and ince. Information may thus be co- an equally co-operative interest in
the work by bearing a proportional
school talent into the extra- wherever possible a revitalized related.
curricular activity where it University spirit.
FIVE INDICATORS
may best help the Alma Mater
Society.
For Soph Member
5. Co-operate with the MAD
Eila Haahti
and physical Education DepartSince coming to the Univerment to re-arrange the intrasity
I have been actively assomural athletic setup so that
Engineers and other students ciated with the Outdoor Club
with heavy courses may partic- and Phrateres, and was elected
How to tell whether a forest land area is suited for excepipate on a more active basis to the Cabin Committees of the tional, moderate, or poor growth of timber has been under inwith less confliction with time- VOC. In September I served vestigation by the British Columbia Forest Service for the past
tables.
as an assistant editor of the few years.
6. Promote a rapid and suc- Frosh Bulletin published by Five forest type plant combinations,
cessful conclusion of the Pre- the Freshman
Orientation based on ground cover have been
Med and War-Memorial Gym Committee. If elected I intend established, ranging from poor to exceptional forest growth indicators.
drives.
1. Support the move to limit Polystichum or sword fern shows the
Council terms to a maximum best timber land, with sword fernFor Junior Member
salal combination coming next. Salal,
of two.
All woods operations from reforSalal-Pale Green Lichen and SalalBob Currie
2. To keep politics out of Bearded Lichen follow. The last com- estation to harvesting the timber
In accepting the nomination
bination indicating poorest growth crop should be done by government
for Junior Member I pledge Council.
conditions for Douglas Fir.
control with forest products then sold
all my energy and experience
3. To support actively next LARGE PROBLEM
to private concerns for conversion
to the fulfillment of the duties year's Open House.
This site classification ranks amongst into lumber, pulp, and other final
of that office, and further to:
one
of the largest problems facing products.
4. To support any drive, pro1. Interest the next Freshthe research forester of British Col- up by a Royal Forest Commission in
man class in all phases of stu- posal or undertaking that will umbia, with work still unfinished.
facilitate establishment of both The theory used in B.C., was de- Ontario. Similar hearings have been
dent government,
conducted by Chief Justice Sloan in
2. Support the Gymnasium, the Medical School and or the veloped in Europe, and depends on British Columbia, but an entirely difMedical School and Open Memorial Gymnasium for stu- a Russian concept that vegetation, ferent policy was recommended.
after a period of competition, graddents on this campus.
House,
ually approaches an equilibrium with
Onus on a tree farming plan in
3. Inaugurate an adequate
tlie growth factors of forest land.
B.C. has been placed mainly in the
At first, soil samples, together with private timber companies hands by
system of
extra-curricular Pete Murphy
existing
flora were used as research
My platform for Sophomore
honorary awards,
criteria
in
trying to identify produc- the new management licenses recom4. Support NFCUS with the member on the students coun- tivity of Coast
mended by British Columbia's Royal
forest soil.
knowledge gained while attend- cil does not call for Varsity Chemical soil data was dropped Commission.
ing the Winnipeg conference, Heliocopter airports, under- from the experiment, however, when
5. To take the responsibility ground parking lots, flashing it was found that physical characterseriously and put the affairs neon notice signs, but sound istics such as drainage and texture
were more important than oven dry
of the Alma Mater Society first down to earth policies of stu- weight
EXPERIENCE—
and nitrogen content.
dent interest only.
and foremost.
During the summer months research
—PERFORMANCE
graduate foresters and undergraduate
Mary Leiterman
Being president of the Frosh
students have established temporary
Vote
Since September I have been this year, I have learned the sample plots in even aged stands of
serving as secretary to the Un- good and bad points of the pres- second growth Douglas Fir. These
CURRIE
dergraduate Societies Commit- ent government and I will do plots are situated in the south east
for Junior Member
tee. This body is closely allied my best to carry out the ideas part of Vancouver Island, and the
lower Fraser River mainland.
to The Students' Council, and of sound student government,
Last summer field records of vegethe experience gained from free from any pressure groups tation and tree growth were made in This is a paid advertisement
that qffiee has acquainted me or politics, if I am elected.
hemlock and alder stands.

SEEMS LIKE THE SHOE'S on the wrong foot as Forestry
President Jack Roff and vice-president Gerry Burch do a
little hillside brush work. Smaller in stature, Jack's outstanding
efforts for foresters are ably assisted by Gerry, however.

ByJIMKINGHORN

STUDY OF INSECTS IN B.C.

Forest Site Indicators
L o o k e d For B y BCFS

part of the cost.
ONTARIO LABORATORY
Ontario has built a modern, $500,000
laboratory at Sault Saint Marie, which
the Dominion government is equipping and manning at an annual cost
which, in five years will be equal to
the buildings original value.
At present demand for foresters
trained in entomology is greater than
the supply. The Dominion has a number of good positions which are unfilled because no one is available to
nil them.

Tree Disease
Control Sought
What is the age at which to cut.
my forest so that I get the most of
the best lumber without allowing decay to reach such a point that I am
wasting my forest space
This is the question that every
forester wants answered, and is given
by studies undertaken by the Forest
Pathology Service of Canada.
Forest Pathology, that branch of
botanical science dealing with tree
diseases is a technical division of the
Dominion Department of Agriculture
whose foresters work in close touch
with private industry and the B.C.
Forest Service.
It is the work of this department
to bring to light the deciding factors
of wood production versus decay
production.

New Survey Used
For Reforestation
Whether to plant timber artificially or not depends upon
a new type of timber cruise
used extensively by the British
Columbia Forest Service and
some large timber companies.
Reforestation cruising consists of
a systematic check of the existing
seedling population on cutover lands.
If it is considered that there are
already enough timber seedlings appearing through natural seeding conditions, then the area is left to develop naturally.
Forest cover, slope conditions, and
physical soil criteria are all tallied
by the forester cruising such areas.
GROUND INTO STRIPS
Ground under survey is divided into strips and a line run by compass
and pacing. Every chain and a quarter (approximately 84 feet) the cruiser
stops and tallies the number of seedlings found in a seven foot circle.
So many strips are run in each
forty acres, with mosaic aeroplane
survey maps used as a check for
position and help in mapping contours.
)f
Data is correlated and an average
show of 1000 seedlings to the acre
indicates that artificial planting will
not be necessary in the area under
survey.
"PROSPECTS POR UN" will be discussed by Mr. G. Andrew at the regular meeting of the United Nations
Society today at 12:30 n Arts 100.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS will meet
for informal conversation in the GabDecay is but one of the great causes les on Wednesday, February Uth, at
of the loss of tree growth. Pathology 3:30 p.m.
seeks to control that loss through the
study of better management practises.
For That "New Look" la Council

Commission Favors
Applicants Sought
Gov't Control

Vote

Mory Le iter mon

For Letters Club
LETTER CLUB is now receiving
applications for new members.
Students entering third year in
1948-49 are invited 'to join. Applications, stating address and 'phone
number should be addressed to Jean
Thomson, Arts letter rack.

For

JUNIOR MEMBER
ABILITY
BRAINS
CHARM
This is a paid advertisement

Flowers and Valentine's Day
Go Hand in Hand
You, too, can go hand in hand with
that "one and only" by sending
her lovely fresh flowers or a corsage
from

*^«** h MATHEW
YOUR FASHION FLORIST

BAy. 5656

Broadway at Alma

Come In and See Our Smart Dcsgns with Flowers For
This Special Occasion

Birds Swamp
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DICK BLOCKBERGER, Sports Editor
ASSOCIATE THIS ISSUE: Fred Moonen

Paced by the sharp-shooting of
Bobby Haas and Pat McGeer, thc
UBC Thunderbirds waltzed to a big
80-55 win over the Whitman College
Missionaries last night in the UBC
gymnasium.
Chuck Anderson opened the evenings scoring for the Missonaries with
a fast lay-up. Seconds later after two
quick ones apiece from Haas and
McGeer, the Birds were on the top
half of an 8-2 count. From this point.
on, the Birds were out in front and
stayed there.
Leading by a 29-12 margin late in
the first half, the Birds roared on to
hold a 44-27 lead at half time.

I

Vainly attempting to overtake the
Birds the Whitman boys fought back
hard after a breather, setting up play
after play, sinking sensational one
handers from all parts of the floor.
Outstandng on this count was Chuck
Anderson
who garnered
twenty
points for the Missionaries.

— Daily Ubyssey photo by Bob Steiner

FORESTERS UP A TREE are rugger stars Hank Sweatman and Joe Pegues, both in third
year. Hank comes naturally to the brush life as his home town is Duncan, on Vancouver
Island, where his father serves as Forest Ranger.

The last three or four minutes of
play saw the Birds slow down to the
point that the Whitman college boys
were snagging about ninety percent
of the rebounds and doing the large
part of the scoring.

INTRAMURAL
BADMINTON MEET

Chiefs Drop Second Tiit
To League-Leading Leafs

Notice to all shuttle chasers, there
will be an intramural tournament
this Friday in the Gym and Field
House.

Two old weaknesses, poor showing on free throws and a
third quarter lag, combined Saturday night to hand the UBC
Chiefs their second straight loss to the league-leading Clover-

All entries must be in to Ivor
Wynne by Thursday noon. Contestants will make up a 4 man team consisting of 2 singles and a doubles.

Reid Mitchell was back in the Bird
lineup but Bobby Scarr was still
missing.
The sparse crowd out for the game
saw Bobby Haas secure' 20 points for
the Birds while team-mate Pat McGeer scored 16. Chuch Anderson with
20 and Bob Morris with 16 were top
for the Missionaries.

Getting off to their usual fast start Q>the Students kept close on the heels;
of the Dominion champions all
through the first half of the tilt.
It was in the distrastrous third
frame, however, that the Chieftans
blew the contest. Leafs ran up 14 points
without a reply so that by the time
the Indians pulled themselves together it was too late.
Once again the Students went under because of poor shooting on the
free throw line. The Whittlemen managed to sink only 9 of the 24 gift
tosses awarded them.

GIRLS SWIM MEET
WON BY PHYS ED 2

This win placed the Birds firmly
in third place in the current standings, behind CPS in first and Willamette in second.

' Despite poor weather many aquatic stars turned out to
—Daily Ubyssey photo by Bob Steiner
provide close competition at the annual Femme Splash Party.
ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING ATHLETES at UBC, Harry
Phys. E. 2 captured first place with Home Ec only two points
Kermode is finishing his Forest Engineering course this year.
behind.
Third place went to Arts 1 with. Harry, besides being a top notch hoop-la player, fills in his
Arts 3 trailing them by one point. spare time as an above average golfer, tennis player and baseball
Following in order were: Arts 2, Phy; hurler.

Jokers Lose

In one of the better mural hoop
High man of the game was the
games, Doug Angell led Muphi-Kats
Cloverleaf's rangy center, OUie Bakto a 37-22 victory.
ken, who garnered 18 counters. PhilAt the end of the second canto the
lips and Watt led the Students with
winners only led by a score of 15-14,
11 points apiece.
but from the third quarter on the

Ed 3, Arts 4, Aggie, and Nurses.
In the Individual events, Dione
Teasdale led Phys Ed 2 to first place
in the free style competition while
Betty Russel came in second for
Home Ec.
The Phys Ed girls fought for first
and second place in the individual
backstroke with Phys Ed 2's Kay
Wilson leading Phys Ed 3's Bev
Burley.
FRENCH WINS

j4wotd tit &UHfiUA v\./J

Art's 4 had Yvonne French to win
the Blindfold race, while the two
four women relays were won by Phys
Ed 2 and Arts 3.
In the novelty relays Home Ec
conveyed a lighted candle to place
first. Phys Ed 3 struggled through
the water in slacks, shorts and hats to
place first in the dress-up relay.
Art's 4 collected the most peanut's
out of the water with Home Ec
second. Duck diving for sinkers gave
the victory to Arts 3,

'Birds Break Loss String
By Trouncing Nanaimo 5-3
UBC's 'slipping' hockey team took a turn for the better
on Saturday night when they trounced a surprised Nanaimo
club in convincing fashion, 5-3. The game was in the bag from
the time Hass Young banged in two markers within the first
minute and a half.

WEATHERMAN
BLANKS RUGBY
The frozen ground and heavy snow
that put a stop to most outdoor sport
over the weekend, postponed the much
heralded

McKechnie

Cup

English

Rugby games until next week.

Playing under the tutelage of Mac
Porteous, who subbed for the missing
Frank Frederickson, the club iced a
new line-up, working with a line
composed of Young, Andrew and
Berry, alternating with Torfason,
Wagner and Porteous, with defencemen fillir.g in for Porteous, who was
supposed to be handling the club
from the bench.

It was one of the best defensive
games for the Birds this season as
weatherman
will
relinquish
his
hold
ARCHERY CLUB
the forwards checked well and the
There will be an important meeting on the Stadium before Saturday. defencemen gave the Clippers little
of the Archery club in Arts 103, Games arc currently planned with chance on goal.
Tuesday, February 10 at 12:30.
Victoria and Vancouver Reps.
Perhaps the club took exception to
the MAD's reason for turning down
the bid of the Colorado Springs club
who invited the Birds down for a
series in the American city, which
raised the ire of the players, who
have been accused of 'lying down on
the job.'
Rugger moguls are hoping that the

The club played to perfection without being charged with a penalty.

"This forward,
carried tc
les, it looks like some skin off
Egbert's chin . . . but such minor injuries
can be repaired in short order with a little
plaster and iodine.
And even if Egbert's venture onto the
snowy hills includes broken skis, he knows
where he can find a ready remedy . . . in his
financial first-aid kit, the emergency fund
he has built up at the B of M.
Why not follow Egbert's example . . •
make sure that broken skis and similar
mishaps don't throw your pleasure plans for
a loop. Open your"MY BANK''
Savings Account today.
You'll like that "master-ofWotmumctmimtg^ I
your-fate" feeling that a B of M
account gives.
DM

BANK, OF M O N T R E A L
w o r k i n g with C a n a d i a n s in e v e r y

walk of life

since

1817

Young planted the Birds out in
front with two quick ones in the
first period on assists from Andrew,
Torfason added another in the second
canto with the help of Berry and
Wagner and Berry rounded out the
scoring in the third. Young assisted'
on Berry's goal, giving him three
scoring points for the tilt.

\

Keep your hair
looking its best!
A few drops of "Vaseline"
Hair Tonic every morning
before brushing or combing
supplement the natural
scalp oils, check dryness and
dandruff, and help keep your
hair in place all day. T r y it
—the largest selling hair
preparation in the world.

SYMPTOMS! —

itchy feeling;
dandruff; dry,
brittle hair; loose
hairs on comb or
brush. Unless
,^ checked may
cause bald-

Nanaimo managed one goal in the
first and two in the third to come
within two markers of the rampaging
campus men.

Varsity Deluges
Powell River 4-1
Displaying too much power for the
'owly Powell River XI, Varsity rolled
o a 4-1 victory over the tailenders
t Powell River on Sunday, With tlie
weatherman winning all other local
weekend games, Varsity goes into a
comfortable three game lead at the
top of tlie V and D Soccer League.
Center forward Ivan Carr personally took control of the game in the
— Daily Ubyssey photo by B'ob Steiner second half, banging in three big
goals to break up what up to then
SKI EXPERT Arnie Teasdale found it harder to balance himself had been a close contest, Dave
on the raw material than his more accustomed hickory planks. Thompson's goal gave the students a
Arnie is in third vear forestrv.
1-1 tie at half time.
,

Vaseline
T R A D E MARK

HAIRTONIC

